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Description
DYNA® VIVID is a high end water based sealant specifically designed to protect and enhance 
the look of Interlocking Pavers and Concrete Pavers. It penetrates deeply into the substrate for 
a maximum protection against most stains (oil, gasoline, gum, tar, rubber, rust, etc.) while 
rendering a clear enhanced matte finish. 

Uses And Features
- Low VOC, low blushing resistance, low odor.
- Clear Matte Finish, enhances the colors of the treated surface.
- Penetrates deeply for better and more durable protection against stains.
- Reduces damages due to freeze-thaw cycles.
- Resists all weather elements (sun, rain, frost, heat, salt, etc.)
- Will not trap moisture.
- Reduces mold and moss growth.
- Does not peel or yellow.

Standards
Meets regulations, including OTC, Maricopa County, California (CARB), EPA, SCAQMD, NOTC, 
LADCO.

Recomended Surfaces
For interior and exterior uses (UV stable), it can be applied on colored porous concrete surfaces 
such as: Interlocking Concrete Pavers, Exposed Aggregate Surfaces, and Stamped Concrete.

Surface testing
Before starting your project, always perform a surface test by applying VIVD on a small 
inconspicuous area and let the surface dry for 60 minutes. To determine if one or two coats will 
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Standards
Meets regulations, including OTC, Maricopa County, California (CARB), EPA, SCAQMD, NOTC, 
LADCO.

Recomended Surfaces
For interior and exterior uses (UV stable), it can be applied on colored porous concrete surfaces 
such as: Interlocking Concrete Pavers, Exposed Aggregate Surfaces, and Stamped Concrete.

Surface testing
Before starting your project, always perform a surface test by applying VIVD on a small 
inconspicuous area and let the surface dry for 60 minutes. To determine if one or two coats will 

be required, apply a 2nd coat on half of the testing area, let dry, and compare to determine 
preference. If the second coat leaves a glossy finish, your surface is not porous enough and it 
will leave your surface slippery. If you are satisfied with the results, proceed with application.

Surface Preparation
Remove all stains and surface dirt with the a DYNA® Brand Cleaner.  2. Clean the entire surface 
area using DYNA® Efflorescence Cleaner, This step is necessary in order to remove 
efflorescence deposits, ground in dirt and color variations. Let dry completely.  3. Protect 
vegetation, vehicles, and adjacent surfaces before applying.

Application

1. Conditions: When applying DYNA® VIVID, the ideal temperature should be between 10 °C 
(50 °F) and 30 °C (85 °F) with no moisture for the next 24 hours (this includes rain, and sprinkler 
systems). Morning or late evening application is recommended. (Application under scorching 
sun is not recommended).

2. Tools: Use a slit foam roller and a paint tray. A low-pressure (<50 psi) airless sprayer can also 
be used for application, but ensure that you back roll the surface immediately with the slit foam 
roller to even out the section.

3. Method: Starting at the highest point of the surface, proceed in small sections of 10 ft X 10 ft 
(3 m x 3 m) at a time. Using the slit foam roller, roll on only one generous coat of DYNA® VIVID 
to saturate the pavers and the jointing sand. Then, even out your section as if you were painting 
a wall and proceed to your next section. Permit the sealed surface to cure for at least 24 hrs 
before pedestrian traffic and 48 hrs before vehicular traffic.

Approximate Coverage
Approximately 150 square feet per 3.78 L (1 gallon), per coat.

Clean-up
Wash hands and tools with warm soapy water immediately after completion of project.

Caution
Protect hands with gloves. If ingested do not induce vomiting. Consult a physician immediately. 
If splashed in eyes, rinse for 15 minutes with cold clean water and seek medical attention 
immediately.

Limited warranty

This premium quality product was designed to satisfy the user. If you are not satisfied after 
Surface Testing on a small area, please contact our technical service department immediately 
NO WARRANTIES expressed or implied are offered by DYNA. The Manufacturer’s liability is 
limited to the replacement of products proven defective. The user assumes all risk and liabilities 
associated with the use of this product.

Keep out of reach of children
Notice
DYNA shall not be liable for incidental and consequential damages, indirectly or directly 
sustained, nor for any loss by application of these goods not in accordance with the printed 
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Before starting your project, always perform a surface test by applying VIVD on a small 
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instructions or for other than the intended use. Before using the user shall determine the 
suitability of the product for its intended use and the user will assume all risks and liabilities that 
may arise in connection therewith. Our liability is expressly limited to the replacement of 
defective goods. Any claim shall be deemed waived unless the claim is made in writing to us 
within 15 days from the date it was, or reasonably should have been, discovered that the product 
was defective.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
If you have any questions or if you need any additional information on DYNA’s products, please 
call our company or reach us by e-mail at  mail@dyna.ca

z

?Questions:
mail@dyna.ca

www.dyna.ca

We support the following organizations:

NAFTA Region / Corporate Head Office 37 Creditstone Road
Concord (ON) Canada L4K 1N3

CARICOM Region Lot 19, Naggo Head
Industrial Estate, Bridgeport Post Office,
St. Catherine, Jamaica

1 866-861-6424
1 876 998 6519

NAFTA
CARICOM
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